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Abstract
The paper proposes fourth order Butterworth complex filter for the Global
Positioning System (GPS) receiver, which the center frequency of complex filter is
2MHz and bandwidth is 2 MHz. The operational amplifier (OPA) is designed as twostage fully differential OPA. The gain bandwidth (GBW) of operation amplifier reaches
300MHz, the gain of the DC is 58.3dB, the phase margin is 5 7  and the power of
dissipation of operational amplifier is smaller than 0.56mW. The complex filter is
implemented in BCD 0.18 um CMOS process. Simulation shows that the pass-band is
between 1MHz and 3MHz, pass-band gain is 0.592dB, the image rejection ratio of the
complex filter is more than -48dB and power consumption is about 4.485mW. The
parameters of the complex filter are suitable for GPS receiver.
Keywords: GPS receiver, the fourth order Butterworth complex filter, operational
amplifier, center frequency

1. Introduction
With the rapid development of communication technology, a large number of
communication systems are studied and improved such as GPS, Bluetooth, wireless
network sensor and so on [1]. Modern wireless receivers and transceivers greatly desire
low power consumption, which is crucial for the longer batter life [2]. In order to reduce
the power consumption and the cost of chip, the integrated filter is necessary for the
modern wireless receivers and transceivers [3].
Communication systems with high data rates require receivers to have a wide band
channel select filter. The filter must have high dynamic range to be able to reject strong
interference when receiving weak signals. Architecture of choice for such high
performance filter for the receiver is active-RC complex filter [4].
This paper shows a synthesis of fourth order Butterworth complex filter which is
designed by shifting low pass filter (LPF) midpoint frequency to the complex filter
center frequency. Operational amplifier is an importance active device in complex filter.
Because operational amplifier needs a large unity gain bandwidth than the complex filter
cut-off frequency, thus, operational amplifier consumes large amounts of power.
Therefore, low power consumption, wide gain bandwidth of operational amplifier is
designed. The complex filter is implemented in BCD 0.18um CMOS process, and
simulation results show the complex filter has a good performance.

2. Structure of GPS Signal and Suppressing of Image Noise
The structure of the GPS signal is shown in Figure 1(a), the most of GPS C/A signal
energy is in the middle of the bandwidth of the 2MHz. In the GPS receiver, there are a
lot of noises in the receiver circuits, such as thermal noise of resistor, MOSFETS noise
and bipolar transistor noise. Thus, the performance of receiver is weakened by the noise.
If there is no noise or noise is suppressed to a small range, the receiver would be able to
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detect arbitrarily small signal and have a far distance communication. In order to
suppress the image noise, the image reject filter is necessary as shown in Figure 1(b) [57].
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Figure 1. The Signal of GPS and Suppressing Image Noise
As the shown in Figure 2, the image noise is leaded by the quadrature downconversion. Therefore, complex filter is designed as image reject filter, which
exhibits a relatively small loss in the signal and a large attenuati on in the image
noise.
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Figure 2. Diagram of Complex Filter

3. Modeling of the Complex Filter
In order to achieve the functions of suppressing image noise and translating
useful signal, the complex can be designed by shifting LPF midpoint frequency
from 0 to W I F as shown in Figure 3(a). In the Figure 3(b) shows that the zero-pole
diagram of curve shift, which is fourth order LPF to fourth order complex filter.
The relationship between LPF transfer function and complex filter transfer
function is expressed as following equation:
H c o m p le x _

Where, the
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is the center frequency of complex filter.
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Figure 3. The Converter of LPF to Complex Filter
The first order low pass active filter is shown in Figure 4(a), where, OPA is the
active device, in order to make the active device does not affect the performance of
the complex filter, the GBW of OPA should be large enough. Figure 4(b) shows
the equivalent diagram of the first order low pass active filter.
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Figure 4. Schematic Circuit and Equivalent Diagram of First Order Low
Pass Filter
The transfer function of the active low pass filter as shown in Figure 4(a) can be
expressed as following equation:
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Therefore, the structure of complex filter can be obtained from the structure of
first order low pass active filter as shown in Figure 5(a). The equivalent diagram
of the complex filter is shown in Figure 5(b).
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Figure 5. Schematic Circuit and Equivalent Diagram of the Complex
Filter
As the shown in Figure 5, the transfer functions of the complex filter can be
obtained from the equivalent diagram of the complex filter as:
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From equations (3) and (4), the transfer function of the complex filter
can be calculated as:
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Comparing equations (1) and (5), it would be prove that the complex filter can
be achieved as image reject filter, which can be shifted to a certain frequency from
the LPF with the same bandwidth.

4. The Design of Operational Amplifier
The operational amplifier is two-stage fully differential OPA with miller
compensation capacitance and common mode feedback as shown in Figure 6. In
such structure, the first stage provides high gain, the second stage offers a large
voltage swing.
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Figure 6. Schematic of Operational Amplifier
The GBW of operational amplifier should be wide enough to make the actual
operational amplifier minimize the impact on the performance of the complex filter.
The GBW of the operational amplifier should satisfy as [8]:
GBW 

A c ( jW L )



 1  [1  A c ( jW L ) ]  W L

(6)

Where, the A c ( jW L ) is the close-loop gain of the operational amplifier, the W L
is the bandwidth of filter,  is the error between ideal transform function and
non-ideal transform function. From the equation (6), if the cut-off frequency of
complex filter is  , the GBW of operational amplifier should be about 1 0 0  .
Because the centre frequency of the complex filer is 2MHz and the bandwidth is
2MHz, thus, the cut-off frequency of the complex filter is 3 MHz, therefore, the
GWB of operational amplifier should be about 300MHz. As the shown in Figure 7,
simulation shows that the GWB of the operational amplifier is 300MHz, the gain
of DC is 58.3 dB, the phase margin is 5 7  , and the power dissipation is 0.56mW.
Through simulation in all corners, these parameters are satisfied.

Figure 7. Simulation of Operational Amplifier
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5. Implementation of the Complex Filter
In order to achieve a stronger suppression on image noise, sharp transition-band
frequency response and have a flat pass-band, the fourth order Butterworth filter is
chosen as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Schematic Circuit of the Fourth Order Complex Filter
As the variations of manufacturing process and environment temperature, the
values of capacitors and resistances significant change, these make RC time
constant of the complex filter change. Therefore, the center frequency and
bandwidth of the complex filter are drifted. In order to conquer the problem, a
tuning system is necessary.
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Figure 9. Diagram of the Tuning System
Figure 9 shows the diagram of the tuning system. The tuning circuits are
realized by adjusting the values of capacitors of the complex filter. The
implementation circuits of the tuning system are shown in [9].

6. Simulation and Analysis
The complex filter is implemented in BCD 0.18 um CMOS process. The input
signals are sent into the complex filter. The input signals of complex filter are the
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quadrature sinusoidal signals, which are in four different phases, the phases of
signals are 0  , 1 8 0  , 9 0  and 2 7 0  .

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 10. Simulation of the Complex Filter
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The simulations for AC frequency response after tuning frequency are shown in
Figure 10. The Figure 10(a) shows the waveform, when the process corner is tt, the
temperature is 2 5  . The Figure 10(a) shows that the center frequency is 2 MHz,
and the pass-band is between 1MHz and 3MHz, the pass-band gain is about
0.592dB. The image rejection ratio of the complex filter is more than -48 dB and
the power consumption of the complex filter is about 4.485mW.
The Figure 10(b) shows the waveform is that the process corner is ss, the
temperature is  2 0  . The simulation conditions of the Figure 10(c) are that the
process corner is ff, and the temperature is 8 5  . The simulation results of different
process corners are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Simulation Results of the Complex Filter
tt

ss

ff

2 MHz

0.529dB

0.556dB

0.469dB

1 MHz

-3.66dB

-3.71dB

-3.75dB

3 MHz

-4.07dB

-3.75dB

-4.03dB

Image
Rejection
Power
Consumption

-48.3dB

-48.2dB

-48.2dB

4.485mW

4.118mW

5.043mW

The performance of summary of the complex filter is shown in Table 2
Table 2. Performance Summary of the Complex Filter
Technology

BCD 0.18 um

Supply Voltage

1.8V

Power consumption

4.485mW

Center Frequency

2 MHz

Bandwidth

2 MHz

Pass-band Gain

0.529dB

Image Rejection Ration

-48.3dB

7. Conclusion
This paper has presented a complex filter for GPS receiver, which is based on
fourth order Butterworth low pass filter, and is implemented in BCD 0.18um
CMOS process. The two-stage fully differential operational amplifier is designed
for the complex filter, the GBW of the operational amplifier is about 300MHz and
the power dissipation is about 0.56mW. The simulation results of the complex
filter show that the center frequency of the complex filter is 2MHz, the image
rejection ration is -48.3dB, and the power consumption of the complex filter is
smaller than 4.49mW.
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